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In presenting this report I must testify to the pleasure I ex- 
perienced in studying the collection, a pleasure due both to the 
admirable preservation of all the specimens and to the careful 
notes and drawings-which accompanied them. The credit for 
both belongs to Dr. Gary N. Calkins. .The method employed 
for the preservation was a preliminary immersion in magnesium 
sulphate as suggested by Tullberg, followed by fixation and 
preservation in formalin. Nearly all thespecimens were beauti. 
fully expanded and the histological preservation was excellent. 
The only disadvantage presented by the method, probably due 
to the formalin, was the failure of preparations to stain with the 
ordinaj carmine stains, such as Grenacher's borax carmine ; 
haematoxylin stains acted admirably, however. 
I wish also to express my thanks to Mr. Alexander Agassir 
for his kindness in loaning me, for comparison, a number of 
drawings of West Coast forms prepared from livings specimens 
several years ago. 
The manuscript of this paper was originally completed in 
April, 1898, but I have taken advantage of the long delay which' 
has occurred in its publication to introduce some references to 
papers which have appeared more recently, and also to correct 
a grievous misapprehension into ivhich I had fallen with regard 
to the systematic position of Epiaciisprdfcra. The nature of 




H E X A C T I N I E  
ACTININR 
Family SAGARTIIDE 
Actininz with adherent base; with a mesoglaeal (rarely a 
weak endodermal sphincter); and with acontia which are 
emitted eitherthrough the mouth alone or also through special 
openings (cinclides) in the column wall. 
The family Sagartiidx, since its first establishment by Gosre 
in 1858, has undergone certain changes which have for the 
nlost pad been fully discussed by various authors. 'Within 
recent years,tkere has peen introduced a subdivision into sub- 
families. The family Phellinx of Venill ('68) has been added 
as a subfamily and the remaining forms assigned to the sub- 
families Sagartiiux or Metridiinz according as they possessed 
more than six pairs of perfect mesenteries or only that numkr  
(Carlgren '93); a subfamily Chondractininz had previously 
been proposed by Haddon ('89) ; Simon ('92), recognized two 
subfamilies Aiptasiinx and Sagartiinz, the former characterized 
by possessing an endodermal sphincter or none at al l ;  and, 
finally, Haddon accepts all the proposed subdivisions, admitting 
the existence of no less than five subfamilies. 
It seeins to me that the subdivision proposed by Carlgren 
is that to be preferred. I do not think the recognition of a sub- 
family Aiptasiinp is advisable since several undoubted Aiptasias 
are known to possess a mesoglceaf sphincter, as, for instance A. 
puh& (Ag.), A. sp. (from the Bermudas, McM.)and A. lucidu 
(Duch. & Mich.) Duerden. In all these, it is true, the muscle 
is exceeding weak, but it nevertheless is present, and its absence 
in.certain species is merely the fulfillment of the reduction of it 
which is characteristic of the genus. A separation of the forms 
with no mesoglceal sphincter would be an act of violence, and, 
if this be avoided, the genus Aipturin is properly referable to 
the Metridiinx. 
In the second place, it does not seem to me thata recognition 
of the Phelliinz and Chondractiniinz as distinct subfamilies is 
necessary. Both lack cinclides, have a coriaceous column wall 
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provided with an epidermis, a distinct mesoglceal sphincter and 
only 6 pain of perfect mesenteries. Haddon makes the dis- 
tinction rest upon the occurrence of gonads in the mesenteries 
of the first cycle which he has found in certain Phelliaa. It 
does' not seem to me that this peculiarity deserves the im- 
portance that Haddon has assigned to it, and I may again refer 
to the genus Aipraru as providing ammunition for use against 
my friend's proposition. In A.po//idu andin A. sp. (Bermudas, 
McM.) gonads occurin the mesenteries of h e  first cycle, and yet 
I imagine that no one would therefore suggest the assignment 
'of these species to k different subfamily than that which shelters 
A. m~ltrduln, etc. We may, apparently, find occasionally an 
infringement of the right of sterility usually enjoyed by the first- 
cycle mesenteries, but it does not seem to me that we should 
at present legitimize the infringement by granting it the rank of 
a subfamily characteristic. 
In the present collection I have found no representatives of 
either the Sagartiinz or Phelliinx, but a representative of the 
Metridiinx occurred. 
Subfamily METRIDIIN,~, Carlgren. 
Sagartiidx in which the column wall is perforated by cin- 
clides and in which only the mesenteries of the first cycle are 
perfect. 
I. Mttrididm diorrtlrtrr (Ellis) Oken. 
Spnpmr-Actinii dinolbur, Elk, 11bl. 
Actinin pluswe, NUller, 1776. 
X~~idiumdimthus, Okcn, 1815. 
Actindoha dimtbw, B1~iorille. 1830. 
Actinin mYpin.u, Leucur, 1817. 
Mttridium muginarm, Milne.Ednrds, 1857. 
Metridivln h b r i u u m ,  Vcrrill. 1865. 
? A d h i .  pri.p*, Tilcriur, 1 4 .  
(Fasmmrcomplclesplon)Tn, ueAndr-,'83.) 
As may be seen from the above synonymy, 1 have united i,nto 
a single species three forms which have been usually regarded 
as distinct, though several authors have recognized the possi- 
bility of their identity. I wish it to be understood, however, 
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that in employing the specific.tem diunthirs, I do not desire to 
imply any prejudice to the claims to priority of two other terms, 
namely the jofiwini of Linnzus and the poiifaptfala of Pennant ; 
I have not access at present to the works in which these terms 
were first used, and cannot, therefore, decide as to their validity. 
Hdifuf.-I find in the present collection several representa- 
tives of this species, the majority of which were collected in 
shallow water principally from thc piles of wharves or from 
stones, two specimens only coming from deeper water, one 
from 9.5 meters, where it was adherent to a deserted clam shell, 
and the other from 13.7 meters. 
Ezftnrai Fo~i~i.-Allowing for differences plainly due to six 
and degree of contraction, the external form is essentially the 
same in all the specimens. The base is adherent and the 
column is essentially cylindrical and smooth, except for, in 
some cases, fine longitudinal or transverse ridges, evidently due 
to contrpction. A short distance belowthe margin there is a 
well-marked circular fold o r ,  collar, above which the wall is 
considerably thinner than it is below, and scattered over the 
surface below the collar, cinclides may be observed. 
The margin i s  distinctly lobed and is tentaculate, the tenta- 
cles being very numerous and closely crowded in many cycles. 
They are rather short, and acuminate 3nd entacmzous ; I do 
not find, however, that the relative length and thickness of the 
tentacles is the.same in all the specimens, diferences of contrac- 
tion causing them in some cases to be rather conical in shape, 
while in others they are much more slender and almost filiform. 
The disk is smooth and slightly concave, the mouth baing some- 
what prominent. The lips appear to be tuberculate, this appear- 
ance being due to the continuation upon them of the longitu- 
dinal ridges which occur upon the stomatodzum. In all the 
specimens in .which the mouth is visible two gonidial grooves 
can be distinguished, except in one specimen in which there 
seemed to be only one. 
Color.-Dr. Calkins’ notes of the various specimens show 
that they can be arranged in three groups according to the pre- 
vailing color. Thus there is a group (I) in which the column 
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is of a brmun color, the tentacles being of the Same color, while 
the lips are usually yellowish or orange. Dr. Calkins’ descrip- 
tion of one of the members of this group is as follows: 
” Light brown with long feathery tentacles of still lighter color. 
The extreme tips of the tentacles are white. The mouth parts 
are almost an olive green ” and the disk is (I transparent from 
mouth to margin.” 
’ In a second group (II), the column is of an orange or salmon 
color. Four representatives of this group occur in the collec- 
tion : one of these Dr. Calkins describes as being of a bright 
orange ” color, and the other three as being ‘ I  yellowish pink.” 
The third group (111) has but two representatives in the col- 
lection and these are described by Dr. Calkins as being “pure 
white.” 
Sk-The  specimens belonging to the biown variety are on 
the whole smaller than the others. Some of them are, however, 
considerably ‘contracted, measuring, in this condition, 1.3-i.5 
cm. in height, the base being broadly expanded and measuring 
1.8-3.5 in diameter, while at the upper.part of the column the 
diameter is only 1.3-1.2 cm. One specimen, which was well 
expanded measured 3 cm. in height and had a diameter at about 
half way up the columti of about 1.5 cm., while the base 
measured about z cm. Another specimen, also well expanded 
is about 4 cm. in height and about half way up the column has 
a diameter of 2.3 cm. 
The specimens belonging to the orange variety have a greater 
average size. Three specimens measured 2.3 cm., 1.5 cm., arid 
3.5  cm. in height, with a column diameter of 2.3 cm., 1 .3  cm., 
and 2.5 cm. respectively. Another specimen, taken at a depth 
of 13.7 meters, was much larger, measuring in its present con- 
dition, 12.5 cm. in height, the base having a diameter of 4.5 
om. and the column about its middle measuring 3.7 cm. in di- 
ameter. These figures do not, however, represent the original 
size of the specimen, since Dr. Calkins states that soon after it 
was placed in formah its dimensions were “seven inches from 
base to mouth, five inches across the crown and three inches in 
diameter.“ 
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Thetwo white specimens are of about the Same size and 
measure 8 cm. in height and about 4 cm. in diameter. 
As stated above, considerable variation occurs in the length 
of the tentacles. Thus in a brown individual measuring 4 cm. 
in height the inner tentacles measured 3.5 mm. in length, while 
in another individual of the same variety, measuring only 1.3 
cm. in height, the inner tentacles were $ mm. long. In the 
large orange specimen the inner tentacles measured about 4 mm. 
.$tmc&rr.-Considerable difkrenaev in the structural details 
are foundin the various individuals, but these seem to be corre- 
lated, in part at least, with differences of age, that is to say of size. 
A comparison of the structure ofthesmallcstindividual with that 
of the largest would almost lead one to regard the two as  dis- 
tinct species; intermedmte conditions, however, occur and it 
seems clear that the differences angrowth differences associated 
with some tendency to variability. 
The mesoglcea of the column wall has a fibrillar structure, 
or is" even distinctly fibrous, especially in .the region of the 
sphincter. Above the level of the collar the wall is much 
thinner than below, the difference being due to a difference in 
the thickness of the mesoglak The circular musculature of 
the column is well developed and in the smaller specimens, its 
mesoglceal processes are clearly marked ofand  show a tendency 
to branch slightly. In the larger forms, however, they are 
sometimes stout, with rounded extremities and may contain 
muscle cavities imbedded in their substance. 
The sphincter is always well developed and is imbedded in 
the mesoglcea in the collar region.. In  different individuals, 
however, it presents decided differences in its minuter structure 
and I give on PI. I three figures (Figs. I ,  z and 3) showing 
some of the variations observed in the present collection. In 
Fig. 1,which is from an individualmeasuring 1.5 cm.in height. 
the muscle cavities are more or less circular and are scattered 
irregularly in the mesoglcea, being separated by a narrow band 
from its endodermal surface. In Fig. 2, which represents only a 
portion of the sphincter of an individual of the white variety 
measuring 8 cm. in height, the'muscle cavities are much more 
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numerousand extend quite up to the endodermal surface of the 
mcsoglcea, even the processes found on that surface containing 
numerous cavities. In Fig. j, finally another arrangement is 
shown. The preparation from which the drawing was made 
was from a brown specimen which measured 3 cm. in height. 
and the peculiarity which it presents lies in the band of m s o g l m  
destitute of cavities which traverses the muscle longitudinally, 
dividing it into an outer and an inner portion, the latter being 
sqwaated from the endodermal surface by a distinct intewal as 
in Fig. 1 .  This last condition recalls the arrangement figured 
by Carlgren ('93) for the European M. diantlrur and may be 
termed the " layered" condition. 
The occurrence of a band of mesoglcea, destitute of muscle 
cavities, between the inner surface of the sphincters and the en- 
doderm is probably to be regarded as leading to a layered con- 
dition of the muscle. If, in a specimen similar to that from 
which Fig. I was taken, the inclusion of muscle fibers within 
the mesoglw were to %cur again with the continued growth 
of the individual, an arrangement would be found similar to that 
seen in Fig. 3, and an alternation of periods of growth during 
which inclusion went on with periods in which it ceased. would 
result in the arrangement figured by Grlgren. It may be pre- 
sumed that in the larger specimens of M. dinrrflrfrs a layered ar- 
rangement of the sphincter will be the most frequent, but cases 
like that represented in Fig. z show that it is not an invariable 
arrangement for the species. 
I have examined the structure of the cinclides in one specj- 
men of the collection and find that it agrees with what Carlgren 
has described for the European individuals, the can& being 
lined ky endodermal cells, so that the cinclider may be regarded 
as endodermal cvaginations. The same is true with regard to a 
specimen from our eastern cw5t (the M. r ~ @ t a t ~ t  Auct.), 
and this mode of formation may probably be regarded a5 typical 
for M c t d i h  diautkw, though further observations are neces- 
sary to determine whether it can be regarded as characteris6c of 
the entire subfamily. 
The longitudinal musculature of the tentacles, and the radial 
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musculature of the disk is ectodermal and but moderately de- 
veloped. The stomatodzum is provided with well-marked 
longitudinal ridges, and in all the six specimens which were ex- 
amined with regard to this point huo siphonoglyphes were present. 
In all the specimens examined, with a single exception, there 
were six pairs of perfect mesenteries, two of these being direc- 
tives. In the majority of the specimens there were altogether 
five cycles of mesenteries, that is to say ninety-six pairs, bot in 
some there were only four cycles and occasionally the fiRh 
cycle was only imperfectly developed. In the exaepbional 
specimen referred to above, there were only four p'n of per- 
fect mesenteries. Two of these were directives, and between 
these two pairs on one side there were two pairs of perfect 
mesenteries, but none on the other. In other words, the irreg- 
ularity affected only one-half of the specimen. In the normal 
half there were five cycles of mesenteries represented, the me- 
senteries of the fifth cycle, as is usual, lacking mesenterial fila- 
ment. In the irregular half the various cycles could not be de- 
termined accurately, but judging from the relative breadths of 
the mesenteries the arrangement was D-iv-ii-iv-ii-iv-iii-iv-iii-iv- 
D, the mesenteries ofthe fifth cycle beingomitted in this count. 
The longitudinal muscles of the mesenteries were fairly well 
developed, forming a moderate thickening upon the inner por- 
tion of the primary mesenteries as represented in  Fig. 4. Oc- 
casionally the pennon was somewhat narrower and more promi- 
nent, this condition being apparently normal for the directive 
mesenteries, the pennon in these having the form represented in 
Fig. 5 .  Parieto-basilar muscles are .hardly at all developed 
(Fig. 4), and the basilar muscles have the form described by 
Carlgren, though not usually as large as those he has figured. 
In only two specimens of those examined were reproductive 
organs present ;' in these they were borne upon the mesenteries 
of the second, third and fourth cycles. Acontia occurred and 
. both the inner and outer stomata were found in the perfect 
mesenteries. . 
The specimens here described are undoubtedly identical with 
those described by Verrill('66 and '69) as Mctn&t~ jmbria- 
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hwt. Verrill founded this species ('66) on a specimen from San 
Francisco, but later ('69) gave a more complete description 
based on additional specimens from Puget. Sound. In both 
papers he states his belief that the species is c l o ~ l y  allied to 
the M tnargiinhrin of the Eastern.Coast of America, differing 
from it, however, "chiefly in having longer and more slender 
tentacles, with the parapet further from.the margin of the disk." 
He further suggests that M marginatrun, M. @r6ria/i~n and 
M diaMhru "will eventually be found to belong to one very 
variable and widely diffused species. 
Andres ('83) considers 'M  jiirrbriutrrw a synonym for 11% 
rnarfi;~zutxm, accepting Verrjll's suEgestion to this extent, and, 
though retaining marginmiin distinct lor diaiihu, states his 
belief that it may be identical with that form. 
We have here two questions of synonomy to consider: ( I )  Is 
M. $t,r6rin/irin identical with M rnrrginafnrnP (2) Is either 
of these species identical with the European k? d i ~ ~ / h i ~ P  To 
the first of these questions I would answer in the affirmative. 
I have carefully compared specimens of M innrginafnm from 
the coast of Massachusetb (Woods Holl) with the Puget Sound 
specimens, and, allowing for the variability which seems to ob- 
tain even in specimens from the same locality, I see no reason 
for regarding the two as distinct It may be well however to 
compare in some detail the specimens from the two sides of the 
Continent, that my conclusions in the matter may not be merely 
ex cafhcdra statements. 
It has been stated above that three 
principal color varieties occur in the Puget Sound specimens. 
The same three varieties are readily distinguishable in rhe 
Woods Holl individuals, and, in connection with this, two points 
of some interest may be incidentally referred to. So far as I 
have seen in the examination of several hundred specimens of 
the east coast form, the smaller individuals are.always brown, 
the individuals of a salmon or white color being invariably large 
and one is tempted to suppose that the salmon and white varie- ' 
ties are not distinct from the brown variety from the beginning, 
but that the brown color is characteristic of all younger individ- 
I. As to the coloration. 
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uals and is, in some cases, aRer the individuals have obtained a 
considerable size, replaced by salmon color or by white. Insup- 
port of this idea it may be stated that individuals are frequently 
found whose color is chiefly salmon or white, but whose column 
is splashed with irregular bands, spots or dots of brown. This 
fact seems to be true also of the Puget Sound forms according 
to the description given by Verrill ('69). Of course all individ- 
uals do not necessarily undergo a change from the brown color 
with advancing age, since brown forms may frequently be found 
quite as large as the individuals of the other colors. 
The second point to which I wish to call attention receives a 
simple explanation from the conclusion just stated. Salmon- 
colored individuals blotched with brown are not uncommon and 
white individuals similarly marked are also feud, but, never as 
far as I .have seen, do individuals of a salmon color blotched 
with white, or mir verrk, occur. In other words the salmon- 
colored and white varieties never merge into one another while 
both merge into the brown variety. 
2. As to dimensions the specimens which I have collected at 
Woods Holl agree in size fairly well with those of the present 
collection, except that I have never found any East Codst speci- 
men as large as the largest Puget Sound specimen. Verrill, how- 
ever, states ('64) that the more northern forms, especially those 
from the Bay of Fundy, are larger than those from more south- 
erly localities. 
3. As,& external form I have not been able to distinguish 
any bonstani differences in t h e  external form of the individuals 
from the two localities. The differences which Verrill con- 
sidered to exist in the slenderness ofqhe tenfacles and the dis- 
tance of the collar from the margin cannot be regarded as of 
much importance since they are apt to,be due to contraction; I 
find indeed as much difference in both t h e x  respects between 
different specimens from Puget Sound or Woods Holl as be- 
tween specimens from the two localities. 
Making due allowance for thevari- 
ability in the details of the internal structure shown to exist in 
the Puget Sound specimeiis, and for the similar variability occur- 
As to internal structure. 
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ring in the East Coast specimens, I can x e  no reason for consider- 
ing the two distinct. In nearlyall essential peculiarities thereis 
practical similarity, the striking differences being in the apparent 
absence of variation in the number of siphonoglyphes and direc- 
tives in the Puget Sound specimens. This difference will, how- 
ever, be discussed later. 
M. warginuturrr has 
been described from the coast of New Jersey to as far north as 
Labrador. M.~fwhiufuin from San Francisco and Puget Sound 
and Dr. Calkins informs me that it also occurs at Sitka. There 
'is n o  record however of its occurrence in more northerly 
regions, the report from the American Station of the Inter- 
national Polar Expedition at Point Barrow (Murdoch '86) 
making no mention of any species which can be considered a 
Metridium. If, however, the East,and West Coast species are 
identical it is probable that further observation will reveal their 
presence in the Arctic regions. 
The specific identity of the East and West Coast forms being 
regarded as established, the question as to their identity with 
the European M. dinrfhur may now be considered. As pointed 
out above, suggestions ay to their identity have been made, and, 
indeed, the American form has been actually identified with 
dianfhus by some authors. Thus Couthouy ('38) speaks of the 
occurrence in the Charles River at Boston of Arliiiia $u,curnosn 
Miiller, and Dawson ('68) describes specimens from the Gasp& 
basin ' I  which appear identical with the A. diunfllrs of the British 
Coast." 
Certainly the two forms resemble one another closely both in 
external form and in coloration, three of the color'vaneties of 
dinnthur recognized by Gosse ('60) being identical with those 
recognized for M .  mzrginufurir, while the fourth, the yellow, 
also occurs in the' American species, but has been considered 
above as belonging to the salmon-colored variety. Of the 
internal structure of Ainntlnrr several more or less complete 
accounts exist, the most recent and most thorough being that 
of Carlgren ('93), and on comparing this point by point with 
what occurs in the American forms, the similarity is so great 
One other point may be mentioned. 
. 
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that there a n  be no doubt, I think, as to the identity of the 
two fomis? 
,' I have not in the above discussion considered the variability 
in the number of the siphonoglyphes and directives, whichis so 
pronounced in the European and American East Coast.,forms, 
and which might be regarded as of sufficient importance to be 
regarded as a specific characteristic. Sufficient data arc not 
available to determine definitely whether this variability also 
occurs in the American West Coast forms, but in the six speci- 
mens I emmined it was not observed. But even granting that 
no variability in this respect occurs in the~1n6rinNtw forms, it 
does not seem that this would be sufficient for considering 
these specifically distinct from .the tnurginolum and diunfhus 
forms. No one has suggested that the dunflus forms with 
the siphonoglyphe and one pair of directives should be sepa- 
rated from those with two siphonoglyphes and two pairs of. 
directives, and it would be even less reasonable, it seems to me, 
to separate jinbriufuh forms from morgirruhcin or diunthrrr 
forms with two siphonoglyphes and two" pairs of directives, 
other structural characteristics being so similar. 
There are not at present sufficient data at hand for deter- 
mining accurately the relative frequency of the monoglyphic 
condition in the European and .jinbnutm forms. 'To judge, 
however, from the statements of Thorell('S8). Gosse ("I), and 
Carlgren ('93), among others, the monoglyphic condition is by 
far the most frequent in the European specimens; the thor- 
ough observations of Parker ('97) show that it occurs in'some- 
what over one-half of the total number of inurginutum forms 
which he examined ; while, as stated above, it would seem to 
be much less frequent in the jmbnuhiiwforrns. 
At the close of the list of synonyms of the species I have 
'Toojudge from cutsin st.lemcnls made by (hue ('60) I should i m e n e  that 
the mlmtioni of the dificrenl color vu i t l i ts  derribd *bore for X margi.olum do 
Wt hold far M. d i m t h .  What the ph,idogiol UYI(I may bc which @urr 
the diKmeot w i e l i r  is at pmuat unknown, but fact qwkd by (osx is of inlemt 
in lhir Connection. It is 10 the eUen that M a r U a . l ~ d  bard hmvpht in a 
trawler therc m e  bWwctn fovr snd Rwe bundnd spcimens of Jf diomlh.u, and 
dl Ihe indidduals *' YS id< the k r d  w t n  d i r t ,  "11 OJI iht @hm o , o ~ t , "  
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added Actha  p r h f l ~  of Tilesius. The description which 
Tilesius gives of this Kamtchatkian form, though given at some 
length and accompanied with numerous figures, leaves one, in 
considerable doubt as to its actual affinites. The figures or 
the entire animal given in his PI. XIV, certainly resemble very 
greatly large specimens of M diutitliu, especially those con- 
tained in the present collection, and I should have little hesita- 
tion in  identifying with that species were it not for Fig, I ,  of PI. 
XV, which suggests a Thalassianthan character for the ten- 
tacles. Andres has accepted this 'figure as representing the 
true structure of the tentacles and has assigned the form to a 
new genus Dendractinia, placing it however among the Actiiiiar 
iwcrtat scdu. It  seems to me quite probable however that the 
structure of the disc shown in PI. XV, Fig. I ,  is not natural 
but has been made by dissection, the figure being ofa dissected 
specimen. in 
quinqut vel sex ramos, ramulos et surculos papilliferos villi- 
ferosve divisus et subdivisus est, ita, ut  peripheria disci a numer- 
osissimis tentaculorum fasciculis formetur." This might be  
taken as confirming the accuracy of Fig. I, but earlier in the 
paper (p, 396) be divides Actinie into two groups, of which the 
first contains " actinias disco diviso, scilicet in ramosramulos 
et surculos tentacula eftormantes and includes Actitiiapliimsa, 
Miiller, Priapus pdypiis Forskil, Actitria efoetu Easter and 
Actinia priapu. The same description then which he applies 
to the tentacles of A. priapiu serves also for A .  pliitnosa, and 
this, taken in connection with the figures in PI. XIV, seems to 
me to render exceedingly probable the identity of Actirria 
pnkpiis with Metridiim , datifhus. It  may also be mentioned 
that from what we now know of the distribution of M: dianlhiis 
there is reaaon to expect its occurrence on Kamtchatkian shores, 
while, on the hand, the occurrence of a Thalassianthid is not to 
be expected, since, so far as at present known, such forms are 
essentially tropical in their distribution. 
Finally I may add, that if the identification of *pus 
be correct, it is possible that Erandt's A. fnrrirtirn ('36) may also 
In the text (p. 407) Tilesius says that the disk 
be a synonym. 3 
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Family CRIBRINIDE. 
Syrtm,au.--BModiit. case, rase. 
Tali&. R. Hcrtwi& 1981. 
Bun&tidc. Vmill, 1 8 9 .  
Actiniinz with adherent base, with a strong circumscribed 
endodermal sphincter; usually with the column more or less 
verrucose and frequently with acrorhagi at the margin, these, 
however, never being ramose or frondose. Perfect mesenteries 
usually numerous and gonophoric. No cinclides or  acontia. 
I have ventured to employ a new term for the family to which 
Gosse originally applied the name Bunodida. The change 
I have regarded as necessaty on the ground that the family 
name should be a derivative from the name of the typical genus ; 
my reasons for adopting Cribrina as the name for the typical 
genus are based upon a strict interpretation of the rules of pri- 
ority and are as follows : 
The family Bunodida was instituted by Gorse (‘68) with the 
genusBunodes(ertabliihed in 1855)asitstype,thoughpreviously 
Milne-Edwards had separated all aainians with verrucose 
column wall toform his group of actinincsverruqueuses. Goue 
took as the type of his new genus B. gc/w~uccu, a form which 
had long been known and has been referred by Ehrenberg in 
1834, to the subgenus Cribrina. An interesting question of 
priority here arises. The first species mentioned by Ehrenberg 
under the genus Cribrina, is this very one, and following the 
rule, it would be taken as the type of the genus; Haddon, how- 
ever, has adduced reasons (’80) for believing that Ehrenberg 
regarded the fiRh species which he included under Cribrina, 
namely, the Priap~up&ur of ForskU, as the type, and for this 
reason retains Cosse’s genus. The genus Bunodes certainly 
cannot be retained, since, as Verrill has pointed out (‘Qg), the 
term had already been applied in 1854 to a genus of Euryp- 
teroidea, and it seems better under the circumstances to con- 
sistently apply the rule and disregard Ehrenberg’s possible or 
one might even say probable intention rather than introduce an 
entirely new term. such as Bunodactis, pmposed by Verrill 
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(‘99). The genus Runodella establihed by Vcrrill (‘99, p. 43) 
has already been withdrawn by him (‘99, p. 246) and need not 
be considered here, and the genus Evactis, also established by 
Verrill, is discussed later, and I need merely state here that after 
an examination of the type species, .E urttmiia, Pickering, I 
see no reason for regarding it as distinct from Cribrina. .’ 
In 1834 Ehnnberg established a subgenus Urticina with the 
A. rmrsicomis of Muller as the type and later Gosse (‘68) estab- 
lished for the same form the genus Tealia. The priority of 
Ehmnberg’s term is generally admitted and consequently the 
use of Hertwig’s name Tealiidx for the family is inadmissible 
since Tealia is a nomen delendum. 
I.shall have occasion later to discuss another group of 
generic terms namely Anthopleura Duch..& Mich., Aulactinia 
Verrill, f igeon Gosse and Bunodosoma Verrill, and may state 
here simply my belief that they cannot be separated but must 
all be included under the title Anthopleura. 
The genus Phymactis M. Edw. (’67) has usually been rc- 
garded as a Cribrinid (Bunodid), Haddon, I believe, being the 
first to suggest that it might possibly be more correctly referred 
to the family Aliciidz. Carlgren in a recent paper (‘99) has 
published the result of his studies of P. cltmufir (Drayton), of 
which he finds Milne-Edwards’ type species P. Jonh (Drayton) 
to be a synonym, and shows that Haddon was correct in his 
suggestion. I may add that I can confirm Carlgren’s conclu- 
sions both as to the reference of the genus to the Aliciidz and 
a5 to the synonymy of the two species mentioned, but may 
point out that one species, P. mutmufu, which in the past has 
generally been referred to the genus Phymactis. must he re- 
moved from this genus and referred to Anthopleura. Verrill 
has practically already (‘99) made the transfer, since he has in- 
cluded the species in his genus Bunodosoma. 
With regard to the remaining genera which have been re- 
ferred to the family little may be said, as for the most part too little 
is known of them to allow of certainty as to their true positions. 
I have already (‘97) suggested the reference of Gyractis Boveri, 
to the Bunodidz a suggestion which has been accepted by 
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Haddon. Carlgren’s Isotealia (‘9s) must be allowed; to stand 
for the present on account of the imperfect information in our 
posscssion concerning Hertwig’s Leiotealia (’82) with which it is 
possiblyidentical, and Haddon’s Ixalactis (‘98) and Klunzinger‘s 
Thelactis (‘77) will also stand as somewhat aberrant members of 
the family though it must be confessed that at present we are 
entirely in the dark as to the true systematic position of The- 
lactis as we are also to that of Physack Verrill (as), the last 
named genus being quite probably really an Aliciid, somewhat 
similar to Haddon’s A. tbudina (‘98). The genus Epiactis 
(Verrill ’69) is considered further on. 
Finally there remain to be considered Pseudophellia Verrill 
(‘W), Tealiopsis Danielssen (90) and Epigonactis Verrill(!69). 
Danielssen refers his Tculiapsi polurir to R. Hertwig’s Tealida 
without however givingany definite evidence ofits possessing the 
qualifications necessary for admission to that family; it may 
possess a circumscribed endodermal sphincter but neither in the 
text nor figuresis there any indication of theexistenceof such a 
structure. If it does occur, then there seems to me a probability 
ofvenill’s Pseudophelliaking identical with Tealiopsis ; it is im- 
possible at presentto speak with celtainty on this point, however. 
Verrill’s Epigonactis was established quite recently (‘99) for two 
species which closely resemble each other and are not a little sug- 
gestive of Ur/icii,la crnsSirorNir from which they are distinguished 
however by possessing on the surface of the column depressions 
whichserve as ‘’ brood-pouches.” With regard to the system- 
tic value of this peculiarity I am exceedingly sceptical and be- 
lieve that judgment on the admissibility of the genus must be 
auspended until a more detailed description accompanied with 
figures showing the structural details has appeared. 
My views as to the relationships of the various genera men- 
tioned above may be briefly expressed thus : 
Cribrina, Ehr.-Synonyms, Bunodes Gosse, Evactis Verrill, 
Buncdactis Verrill, Bunodella Verrill. 
Udcina, Ehr.-Synonyms,Tcalia Gosse, possibly Epigonactis 
Verrill. 
Anthopleura, Duch. & Mich.-Synonyms, Aulactinia VerriII, 
figeon Gosse, Bunodosoma Verrill. 
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Leiotealia, Hertwig. 
Isotealia, Carlgren-possibly a synonym of Leiotealia. 
Epiactis, Verrill. 
Gyractis, Boveri-possibly a synonym of Cribrina. 
Ixalactis, Haddon. 
Pseudophellia, Verrill--possibly a synonynl of Tealiopsis. 
? Tealiopsis, Danielssen. 
? Thelactis, Klunzinger. 
? Physactis, Verrill. 
Representatives of the first three of these genera wcur in the 
collection. 
Genus CRIBRINA Ehr. 
Cribrinidae without true acrorhagi ; usually with numerous 
perfect mesenteries which are in some cases arranged on other 
than a hexamerous plan ; sphincter strong ; ectodermal muscu- 
lature of the disk and tentacles not imbedded in the mesoglea:; 
column wall destitute of an epidermal covering and provided 
with VerruciE arranged more or less distinctly in vertical rows ; 
tentacles slmple. 
Rather too much attention has been devoted in the past to 
the arrangement of the verrucze, in members of the CribrinidiE, 
whether they were arranged distinctly in vertical rows or not 
and whether these rows extended all the way down the column 
or only part of the way down. I plead guilty to such a misunder- 
standing of the value of the verrucze in an earlier paper ('89) in 
which, basing my identification on this feature I described as an 
Aulactinia (A. slciloidcs) a form which is really a Cribrina and as 
a Bunodes (E. tatiintus) a form which is really an Anthopleura 
(A. granuiftra). 
I t  seems now that the presence of verrucz, without regard to 
their arrangement, is sufficient for the genus, distinguishing it at 
once from Leiotealia, Epiactis and Isotealia. The absence oftrue 
acrorhagi, characterized by a marked development of nemato- 
cysts, distinguish it from Anthopleura, whilethe ectodermal situ- 
ation of the longitudinal muscles of the tentacles and ofthe radial 
muscles of the disc may serve as a distinction from Urticina. 
ANnAL5 N. Y. Acm. %I.,  XIV, June 5 ,  lpl-I. 
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~ r o m  Ixalactis and Pseudophellia it is readily separated by the 
simplicity of the tentacles and by the absence of an epidermal 
covering to the column wall. 
2. Cri6ritin e /cpdss i im (Brand!) 
S~rtony~tt,-Aclir,i. ( T ~ t ~ U e p h m w )  clcgmtisrima, Bnndt. 
The identification of the species here described with Brandt's 
A. e/tgaii/isril,ra is necessarily' somewhat uncertain, since the 
original description is not as complete as could he wished. SO 
far as the description goes, however, the agreement is sufficiently 
close to warrant the identification. 
Hnbifa/.--" A very common form on the rocks and piles " in 
Puget Sound. (Calkins.) 
Ex/crnai fortit.-The base is circular and adherent. The 
column is almost cylindrical (fig& 7 and 8) and in its upper 
part is provided with vertical rows of verrucx, which become 
obsolete towards the base. Some of the rows extend much 
farther down the column than others, and according to their 
length, about foiir sets can be distinguished, of which the third 
and fourth sets are much shorter than the other two. The 
lower part of the column is ridged transversely probably as the 
result of contraction. A well-defined margin is present, and a 
distinct interval exists between it and the bases of the outermost 
tentacles. 
These are short, rather blunt at the apex and all finely ridged 
longitudinally. They appear to be arranged in about five cycles, 
though their total number does not agree with what would be 
expected from such an arrangemen! ; as will be seen later there 
are irregularities in the arrangement of the mesenteries which 
probably explain the irregularities of the tentacles. The disk 
is marked by fine radiating furrows and is slightly concave, the 
peristome being prominent. In two of the specimens the stom- 
a t o d m n  is somewhat evaginated and it can be seen that its 
walls are longitudinally ridged. Two siphonoglyphes seem to 
be present zs a rule, though sometimes irregular in position, 
and in one individual there were three, and in another only one. 
? Unicims masicomis, Vnrill. 
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Cdor.-The specimens wheh I received them were in formalin 
and showed a distinct green coloration in  the upper part of the 
column, while the lower part was a dingy white. On transfer- 
ring them toalcohol the green coloration gradually disappeared, 
the pigment to which it was due being evidently soluble in that 
medium. In life the coloration, according to Dr. Calkins' de- 
scription, was quite brilliant. He says, I'  The ground color is 
bright green while rows of bright red vary it. Each tentacle is 
colored in the middle by a ring of brown and the tip is of the 
same color. They are very gorgeous" (Fig. 8). 
Brandt's description of the coloration of his A. d t ~ a ~ i f i s s i ~ ~ ~ u  
'is as follows : " Red, green, blue or fuscous, or even green 
spotted with purple. Disc olivaceous, striated with white. 
Tentacles white, purple at the tips and marked at the middle 
by a purple band." Comparing this with Dr. Calkins' de- 
scription a decided similarity is noticeable, Drandfs account, 
however, indicating considerable variation in the color of the 
column. The markings of the tentacles Calkins describes as 
brown, while Brandt states that they are purple, a discrepancy 
perhaps due to variation, or pediaps to the uncertain way in 
which the term purple is frequently used. In both descriptions 
the arrangement of the markings is identical. 
Site.-The three specimens sent me were all apparently small, 
measuring 3, 1.8 and 2.5 cm. in height. and 3, 3, and 1.5 cm. 
in breadth, respectively. Dr. Calkins in his notes says that 
some individuals "are of large sire, five or six inches long and 
three or four in diameter, and Brandt's statement regarding the 
size is "Corpus magntlm." The inner tentacles have a length 
of about 0.4-0.5 cm., while the outer ones seem to be slightly 
longer. 
S/ntrtrrre.-The verrucic are hollow outpouchings of the 
column wall (Fig. 9). . The circular musculature of the col- 
umn is well developed in  the intervals between the verrucz 
and is supported upon branched mesoglmal processes, which 
are frequently grouped together in bunches arising from a 
common base. The walls of the verrucal outpouchings are, 
however, almost destitute of musculature, except at the very 
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summit of the pouch, Here a mall number of muscle proc- 
esses may be seen projecting from the inner surface of the 
mcsoglcea, which is here slightly thickened. The ectoderm 
over the summits of theverrucae is similar to that described for 
the verruca: of Crrtus prdunndutus by von Heider (‘77) and 
for t h o x  of Plymuufhus crucftr by myself (lag), the layer of 
cells at the base of the epithelium in the latter form king also 
present here. Indeed, the only direrence between the structure 
of the verrucg of the present species and those of Phymanthus 
is the existence of a special musculature on the endodermal 
surface of the summits of the papilla: in the former. 
The  sphincter, which occurs below the fosse intervening be- 
tween the margin and the bases of th t  outermost tentacles, is of 
the circumscribed pedunculate bipinnate variety’ (Fig. lo), and 
is strong. The ectodemal musculature of the disc is well de- 
veloped, the processes of mesogloca which support it anastomos- 
ing somewhat to form a reticulum, a condition intermediate bc- 
tween the typical ectodermal and the mesogleal arrangements 
being thus produced (Fig. 11). Transverse sections of the 
tentacles show that their ectodermal musculature is also well 
developed, but no anastomoses of the mesogleal processes 
The walls of the stomatodam are thrown into wellmarked 
longitudinal ridges and are richly supplied with glands, except 
‘It seem d r i d c  thlt W i n  terms s h d d  be q c e d  vpcn fa the d&p- 
lion of the pnncipl vlrirdsr of edodernul sad meroglmd rphincten. So fu a; 
lhe mdoderm.1 arc mnmnod.’lhe trmi “difluw ” and “circomxribed,” .Ired, 
in genaal use, w e ’  to divide them into txo ~ouoyp~; hlt s fwthn subdivision of 
the circumscribed toms would be useful. 1 x d d  ruggat IS m furl lutdirisian 
that thou which arise by nvmbcr of miin bnnehu fmm the c o l ~ m n  mlraglm.. 
.I in Alymmd6w o d @ u  lnd Ovhr Ik  mhjorwim for uomple, be gmuped as 
‘‘=mile.” while ihar which have a d i s h 1  pedvnelc be termed “ p e d u n ~ l ~ i e . ”  
“he latter gmup may .gain be divided. according as the limells radisic fmm L 
crolrnl mru or arc iorrted into *n axial Ismell*, into (‘ plnmte” and pinnate” 
varieties. Such a duiifiution may be mprncnlcd in tmbulu form. thug : 
occur (Fig. 12). 
.. 
Such a clluifiutien is of cmm mrrely tentative and prcrum.hly impnfect, but 
it m q  m c  l o  m e  txtcnt to obrintc the long dcrniptlon now n c t c s y .  
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in the regions of the siphonoglyphes. That irregularities occur 
the arrangement of the latter structures has already been noted. 
In one of the three specimens which I sectioned I found three 
siphonoglyphes, while in the second individual though only two 
were present they u'efe not opposite one another, thirtyseven 
pairs of mesenteries intcrveningbetween the two on one side while 
on the other side there were filly-five pairs. In the third speci- 
men but a single siphonoglyphe occurred, 
In connection with thesiphonoglyphe a peculiarity of structure 
exists. The endoderm over the general surface of the stomato- 
d a m  is coniparatively low and inconspicuous, but in the region 
of the siphonoglyphes it suddenly becomes very high and retains 
this condition over the entire surface of the grooves (Fig. 12). 
I speak of the endoderm being thickened, but the appearance is 
rather as if the endodermal surrace of the mesoglota were dmwn 
out into exceedingly fine fibrillae which anastomose with one 
another to  form a reticulum with elongated meshes, the endo- 
dermal cells being arranged on the terminal part of the fibrilla. 
The appearance presented is very similar to that which I have 
described as occurring in the mesenteries of Ceriaatlrtrs ntncri- 
The individual with three siphonoglyphes had three pairs of 
directives, while the one with two siphonoglyphes had corre- 
spondingly two pairs unequally spaced, and the third specimen 
with one siphonoglyphe had but a single pair. As might be ex- 
pected from the arrangement of the directives considerable irregu- 
larity occurred in the mesenteries. In the upper part of the col- 
umn each alternate pair seemed to be perfect as a rule, but lower 
down seven imperfect pairs intervened in certain sectors between 
successive perfect ones. It may be supposed from this that there 
were typically four cycles of mesenteries, three of which were 
perfect and one imperfect. The typical arrangement occurred 
however onlyin a fewsectors ;examples ofafifih incomplete cycle 
occurred here and there and in addition both imperfect and per- 
fect pairs were not infrequently intercalated so that it was impos- 
sible to determine even whether the arrangement was hexamcr- 
ous or not, although it may be supposed that in one specimen at 
CURIIJ ('90). 
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least it was decamerous. To illustrate the irregularity which 
existr, Pig. 1, repmenting the arrangement of the mesenteries 
in the specimen with two siphonoglyphu a little below the mid- 
dle of the stomatodam, IS appended. 
Attention may be called to one interesting irregularity in this 
specimen, and that is the development of two pairs of mesenteries 
in the endocel of one of the perfect pairs. 
The longitudinal musculature of the perfect mesenteries is 
fairly well developed (Pig. 14) and there is awell-marked parieto- 
Frc I 
basilar forming a fold upon the peripheral portion of each mesen- 
tery. Both inner and outer mesenterial stomata are present. 
Reproductive organs may apparently be developed on any of 
the mesenteries, with the exception of the directives and of the 
incomplete cycle, but in the two specimens examined minutely 
with this point in view they are not distributed with perfect 
regularity, some mesenteries of every cycle lacking them. 
There is no doubt but that in many respects of structure this 
form approaches closely to Urficinn crassicornis, the differences 
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-in the arrangement of the ectodermal musculature of the disk 
and tentacles and in the form of the sphincter being possibly ex- 
plicable on the assumption that the specimens examined by me 
were all young. I have not had the opportunity of comparing 
any of the large specimens of this species with fully grown urti- 
cinas, but it would seem that the irregularities in the siphono- 
glyphes which occurred in all of the three specimens examined 
indicate the distinctness of the species, since such irregularities 
have not been found to occur in Urticina. 
3. Cribrinu arfitrrisiu (Pickering) 
Synoup.. -Actin;* arternisis, Pickcriog in Dm.. 
Crnu uimririn, MilneEdwuds. 
E v d s  uicmida, Veniii. 
Ha6ifaf.-The individuals of this species were found at Dis- 
covery Bay, the Same locality from which they were originally 
described by Dana (‘46). They live buried in the sand, the 
disk being flush with the surface in expansion, and are attached 
below to valves of shells or more rarely to stones. 
& t e n d  Forim-The base i s  adherent and the column in 
contraction is club-shaped (Fig. 26). A short distance above the 
limbus the column suddenly contracts and then gradually en- 
larges again until above it may equal or exceed the base in 
diameter. In all three specimens which I had for examination 
the tentacles and disk were completely hidden and the upper 
extremity of the column presented an almost flat surface, slightly 
depressed towards the center. The appearance presented by 
these specimens little resembles accordingly the figure given by 
Dana, but it must be remembered that this figurc is of an ex- 
panded individual. Dana describes the column as being en- 
,. larged at its middle and contracted more or less above and be- 
low. It  is probable that in the preserved specimens the upper 
contracted portion is completely involuted, and the enlarged ex- 
tremity corresponds to the middle enlargement of the expanded 
form. 
The column in its lower’ part is horizontally rugose, evi- 
dently as the result of contraction. and is provided with a 
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number of rather low tubercles arranged in about twelve lon- 
gitudinal rows, the individual ‘tubercles of each row being 
separated by considerable intervals. Higher up, where the 
column begins to enlarge, the rows are more numerous, and 
at the upper part, the tubercles become decidedly papillifom. 
They are arranged in about 96 rows and have particles of sand 
and shell adhering to them, their v e p d  nature being thus 
demonstrated. 
By dividing, the column longitudinally, it became evident 
that there ,were no acrorhagi, the papillz of the margin being 
the uppermost verrucg of the longitudinal rows. 
The number of the tentacles could not be determined with 
certainty. They were simple, rather short and acuminate, and, 
as Dana has stated, are ectacmgous. The disk. and mouth 
were hidden in all the specimens. 
Color,-The coloration as stated in Dr. Calkins’ notes differs 
a little for that described by Dana. It was “ greenish-yellow ” 
at the upper portion of the columnand ‘.‘ yellowish-white ” lower 
down, while the tentacles arestated to have “scarlet or purplish 
tips.” According to Dana, who quotes a description by Drayton 
“ the  general color of the exterior of the body is a yellowish- 
green. The tubercles have adark sap-green color : they become 
obsolete below, yet the green line continues to the base of the 
animal. The colors of the tentacles are various and shaded 
like those of the prism ; the disk is dull greenish, becoming 
darker towards the base of the tentacles, and the mouth is flesb- 
colored.” 
Skt-In the preserved spccimens the base measured 2.5 cm. 
in diameter. The column a short distance above the limbus, 
at its mrrowest point, measured I cm. in diameter, but above it 
equalled the diameter of the base or even reached a diameter of 
2.8 cm. ?he height of the column was about 6.0 cm. 
The inner tentacles were about 0.5 cm. in length, while the 
outer ones measured 0.65G.7 cm. For the expanded animal, 
Dana gives the greatest diameters ofthe column as about 5 .5  cm. 
(2% inches), while the outer tentacles he states to have been 
2.5 cm. ( I  inch) in lengthand the inner ones 1.25 cm.(s inch). 
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Infrtnd Shcfwr.-The mesoglaea of the column wall is, 
relatively to the.size of the individuals, rather thin and is pro- 
vided with a well-developed circular musculature, whose general 
appearance resembles that of C. dcgonhhinto. In the upper part 
of the column, however, it is comparatively poorly developed, 
and also on the inner walls of the evaginations which produce 
the verrucz, being entirely wanting at the apex of these. 
The sphincter (Pig. IS) is large and is of the pedunculate bi- 
pinnate type, the lateral lamellz of one side being, however, 
stronger than those of the other so that it is properly described 
as unequally bipinnate. In one of the three specimens a deep 
incisure occurred on one side of the sphincter, reaching almost 
to the median axis and giving the section of the sphincter a 
reniform outline. This was wanting, however, in the other two 
in which the sphincters were oval in section. 
The tentacles arenot ridged and have a well-developed, though 
simple, ectodermal musculature. Their endoderm, as well as 
that of the disk and of the upper part of the column wall, is 
richly laden with granules of black pigment, insoluble in the 
reagents employed in hardening and sectioning. The ectoder- 
ma1 musculature of the disk (Fig. 18) resembles that of the ten- 
tacles, being supported on well-developed simple or but slightly 
branched processes of mesoglea. 
Two siphonoglyphes are present and the walls of the stoma- 
todzum are longitudinally ridged and in addition considerably 
folded. 
The mesenteries ate arranged in four cycles and there are in 
all forty-eight pairs (6, 6, 12 ,  24). In sections through the 
upper part of the column all but those of the fourth cycle are 
seen to be perfect, but below the level of the stomatodam the 
various cycles can be distinguished by the relative breadths of 
the various pairs, those of the first and second cycles’being how- 
ever nearly similar in this respect. The mesenteries of the 
fourth cycle do not bear mesenterial filaments and there are two 
pairs of directives, placed symmetrically. 
The longitudinal musculature is well developed (Pip. IS), 
covering almost half of the non-gonophoric portion of the 
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mesenteries and ending somewhat abruptly at either edge. At 
the outer edge a mesoglceal process, stronger than usual, is 
developed and from it a number of mesogloeal processes arise. 
The parieto-basilar muscles form a distinct fold on the lower 
portions of the mesenteries, and the basilar is fairly well devel- 
oped, having the appearance shown in P1. III, Fig. 20. 
Both the inner and outer mesenterial stomata are present, 
and all the mesenteries, with the'exception of those of the 
fourth cycle and the directives, bear reproductive organs. 
From the examination of this species it has seemed to me 
impossibleto separate it from the genk Cribrina. Verrill('69) 
has established for its reception the genus Evactis characterized 
by possessing pores in the column wall as well as verrucz and 
by the tentacles being ectacmsous. I have not been able in 
sections to discover any distinct pores in the column wall and 
am inclined to believe that the emission of jets of water " as 
from a watering pot" which has been observed, was through 
minute ruptures of the wall, the mesogloea being comparatively 
thin especially in the uppcr part of the column. If this be 
correct, little importance can be attributed to their power'of 
ejecting water. The tentacles of C. nrtmiiu are, indeed, 
ectacmxous but in every other respect the iorm has the typical 
str?icturai characteristics of a Cribrina, and it seems advisable 
to regard thc ectacmzous arrangement of the tentacles as a 
specific rather than as a generic peculiarity. 
Genus URTIC~NA Ehrenberg. 
Cribrinidz without true acrorhagi ; with numerous perfect 
mesenteries frequently arranged decamerously; sphincter 
strong ; ectodermal musculature of the disk and tentacles im- 
bedded in the mesoglcea; column wall destitute of an epider- 
mal covering, and usually provided with verrucae arranged 
more or less definitely in vertical series ; tentacles simple. 
The synonymy of this genus has been recorded by Andres 
('83) aiid more recently by Carlgren ('93). As at present un- 
derstood it includes but a single species, A. crmskormi, a fact 
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which renders the establishment of a final definition exceed- 
ingly uncertain. 
The .name Urticina was originally applied by Ehrenberg 
('34) to a subdivision of his s u b p u s  Actinia Isacrnza, and in- 
cluded numerous forms now assigned to other genera. I t  was 
not until much later that the genus became at all definitely 
limited and then it was under the name Tealia, proposed by 
Gosse in 1858. . The essential peculiarity of the genus accord- 
ing to the definition given by Gosse, was that the verrum were 
scattered irregularly over the column wall and were not ar- 
ranged in vertical series, and this supposed characteristic was gen- 
erallyaccepted by succerding authors. Messrs. G. Y. and A. F. 
Dixon ('89) pointed out that this peculiarity does not really ex- 
ist, the verrucz being really in vertical series, though the regu- 
larity of the arrangement is not always readily perceivable, and 
Carlgren ('93) ha5 called attention to the Same fact. The 
original distinguishing peculiarity which separated the genus 
, from Cribrina being thus disposed of, both the Dixons and 
Carlgren found a new distinction in the decamerous arrange- 
ment of the mesenteries, the former authors, indeed, going SO 
far as to suggest that this peculiarity was worthy of being 
raised to the dignity of a family characteristic. 
To establish a genus on its decamerism seems to me, in view 
of what we now know concerning departures from hexamerism 
in the Hexactiniae, to place it on an exceedingly insecure 
foundation, And that this is true in the present case has been 
recently shown by Verrill('99, p.  216, note) who states that he 
found " many spfcimens [of Urticina crassicornis] hexamerous 
both as to tentacles and mesenteries ; many others decanierous ; 
some octameroos ; and a few irregular or unequally developed 
on opposite sides." A careful study of the mesenteries of the 
individuals contained in the present collection reveals in no 
case a perfect decamerism, but an irregular arrangement ,which 
appears, however, to be based 011 adecamensm. Consequently 
we may, I believe, hold the character of decamerism to be in- 
sufficient for the characterintion of the genus, and if it is to 
be maintained distinct from Cribrina, we must seek for other 
peculiarities. 
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As the definition I have given above suggests, such adistinc- 
tion may possibly be  found in the enclosur6 of the longitudinal 
musculature of the tentacles and the radial musculature of the 
disk in the mcsoglea, an arrangement which seems to be ab- 
sent in typical Cribrinas. It must be remembered, however, 
that as in the case of C. tltpntusiv~us described above, transi- 
tional conditions between what is found in Urticina and in typ- 
ical Cribrinas occur, and the absolute value of such a char- 
actelistic is accordingly open to question. Personally I am 
somewhat inclined to regard the distinctness of Urticina from 
Cribrina as not proven, but prefer to await the discovery either 
of additional species clearly belonging to the former genus 
or  of transitional forms which will clearly bridge over such 
differences as may appear to exist between the two. 
4. Ur/icina cramcorm5 (Miiller) Ehr. 
[For the synonymy of this species vide Andres ('83) and 
Carlgren ('93).] 
Several specimens of this form, which has previously been 
described for the West Coast by Verrill ('69), occur in  the col- 
lectipn and show considerable variation in their external char- 
acters. 
HubifnL-The majority of the specimens were found attached 
to stones under wharves and accordingly in shallow water. 
Two, however, were found imbedded in sand to a depth of six 
inches or a foot, being attached below to stones. This habit 
does not seem to be a usual one for the species but Dic- 
quemare ('73) has described it for individuals obtained by him 
,at Havre, and Teale ('3'7) speaks of individuals being partly 
buried in sand on the coast of Yorkshire. 
Erttrnd Fornt-It does not seem necessary to give a de- 
tailed description of this well-known form, but mention should 
be made of certain peculiarities presented by the various speci- 
mens. And first as regards the verrucz. These in all the 
specimens were distinctly in vertical series, but their distribution 
varied somewhat. In some specimens they were large and 
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somewhat irregular in shape and were distributed over the en- 
tire surface of the column, those towards both the margin and 
the limbus being, however, smaller than those situated in the 
intervening region. In others again they became obsolete above, 
occurring on only the lower two-thirds or three-quarters of the 
column and in one specimen they occurred only on the lower 
half of the body, those at the limbus in this case being rel- 
atively very small, while those above were larger, about I mm. 
.in diameter, but were more scattered, that is to say were 
separated from one another by larger intervals than usual. In 
the arenicolous specimens again the verruco were limited to the 
upper third of the column, not extending upwards, however, 
quite as far as the margin, and the lower portion of the body 
presented no signs of them, except very faint indications im- 
.mediately above the limbus. A further peculiarity of these 
forms was that numerous particles of sand and shell were ad- 
herent to the verrucose region of the column, a condition not 
presented by any other specimens in the collections. 
I have not access at present to all the literature dealing with 
this species, but it seems evident that there is considerable vari- 
ation in the distribution, size and number of the verrucz in dif- 
ferent individuals. As- regards their distribution the verrucz 
may present'the various conditions described above, or may be, 
apparently entirely absent. ' To a certain extent at least these 
variations as seen in preserved specimens may .be due to the re- 
tractibility of the verruco, which, to quote the statement of 
Teale ('87) "admit of retractibility to such a degree as to rcn- 
der the corium perfectly smooth, so that the small opaque spot 
alone indicates their former situation ; they also can be protruded 
to nearly a line in length, when they bear a close resemblance to 
rudimentary tentacula. The eminences on one side are often 
seen in the utmost degree of protrusion, whilst, on the other, 
they are scarcely perceptible." In some of the present speci- 
mens, "the small opaque spots" mentioned by Teale and due 
to the peculiar structure of the epithelium of the summits of the 
verrucz, could be perceived on those portions of the column 
which appeared to be destitute of verrucz, but this was not t h e  
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case in the arenicolous individuals. The extent of the protru- 
sion of the verrucg together with the amount of contraction of 
the column would bringabout variations in the proximity of the 
verrucz, which are f&quently described as being separated from 
one another, though in the present specimens they are so 
closely approximated as to be in some cases more or less 
quadrangular in outline, owing to mutual contact. So too the 
amount of protrusion will produce variations in their size; in 
all the'specimens of the present collection the verruca: about the 
middle of the column are larger than those above and below, 
but in the diflerent individuals the sire of the largest ones vary, 
being as much as over I mm. in diameter in some specimens, 
while in others they are less than half that size. 
I have discussed these varieties of the verrucz somewhat at 
length because they serve to illustrate very pointedly tlie un- 
certainty of taking external peculiarities alone as a basis for 
specific distinctions. When I first examined the specimens of 
the present collection I regarded tlie arenicolous forms as quite 
distinct from the others and it was onlyaker I had studied tlie 
internal structure of both that I became certain of their identity. 
One other point in the external striicture I may refer to 
briefly namely, the arrangement of,the tentacles, The decamer- 
ism is fairly well pronounced, but never perfect: thus in one 
specimen is Ghich an accurate count was made there were 133 
tentacles only, instead of the 160 which might be expected. The 
variations of the tentacles however being associated with the 
arrangement of the mcsenterics, need not be discussed in detail 
and I mention it  merely on account of the importance which has 
been assigned to .it by Cunningham ('89). 
Color.-All the specimens collected were uniform in color 
throughout the column, and were either red or orange brown 
(the I'color of an over ripe banana 'I  Calkins). The arenicolous 
forms were oi a bright verniilioli color, with paler tentacles, and 
their appearance when dug from the sand has been so graphic- 
ally described by Dr. Calkins that I quote hi5description. "They 
look very much like a tomato baked in bread crumbs. They 
have the same wrinkled appearance of the skin, while the ap- 
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pearai):c of the bread crumbs is given by the numerous small 
pieces of shell attached to the upper end." The tentacles in 
some of the specimens at least were banded with color, Al- 
though none of the specimens showed any traces of green in 
their coloration, yet such varieties have been described from tlie 
West Coast. Verrill('69) has described them, and one of the 
drawings of Mr. Agassiz is evidently of an individual of this 
species in which the color of the column is grass green ir- 
regularly blotched with deep red, the tentacles k i n g  pinkish, 
with a dark red band a short distance above the base, The 
drawing shows no indication.ofwarts in the lower portion oftlie 
column; whether or not theywere prnent on the upper part 
cannot be determined since it is hidden by the tentacles. 
Si;t.-AII the specimens were of a goodly size, the smallest 
measuring about 4.5 cm. in height and diameter while the 
largest was 7.5 cni. in height and 5 . 5  cm. in diameter. Dr,, 
Calkiiis describes one of the specimens as having in life a 
height of 7.5 cm. and a diameter of 5.0  cni. wliilr another he 
describes as reaching a height of 12.5 cni. 
Irrttrnd S/riicfiirt,,-l have found some variation in the form 
of the sphincter in the Puget Sound specimens. Its general 
appearance in tlie majority of the individuals examined resembles 
closely the condition figured by the Hirtwigs ('79). that is to 
say, the mesogleal lamells radiate out for a central mass of 
meso,nlrea, sometimes more or less homogeneous in appearance, 
sometimes showing more or less clearly its origin by fusion of the 
basal portions of the lamelllc. In all my preparations. however, 
the lamellx are much more numerous and much more delicate 
than figured by the Hertwigs, a condition also noted by Carl- 
gren ('93) in the specimens examined by him. It may be noticed 
that at one point in the periphery of the specimen figured by the 
1 since -ling the . ~ V C  lines 1 have rrccivcrl lrom Profcum \'Inill dmwingr 
of a spcirncn 1ok.n at Pat Tovnwnd in 30 fnlhomr nbich i s  evidently the same u 
the ~ r m i c o l o ~  vuiriety of l4.l;tinn t r~  i irmrir derrribal .dove. The drawing 
rrpnrenir the mlumn LI k i n g  or L bright scarlet color, with very nummur and 
diriindy marked VCMCIC of a ycllawirh mloi in iuupper pan and with long, m!hcr 
*out tent.des of L yellowish or bub color withoul hmdr but with a certain amount 
of red 11 lhc brx. 
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Hertwigs there is a deep indsure, extending almost to the cm- 
t d  core of meroglm; I found a similar incision, somewhat 
more extensive indeed, in one specimen I examined, but in others 
it was entirely wanting. Carlgren ('93) states that in the indi- 
viduals he examined the arrangement of the lamello differed 
from what the Hertwigs describe in being attached at their bases 
to an axial lamella instead of a solid core ; that is, he finds the 
sphincter is bipinnate instead of palmate as the Hertwigs describe 
it. In a single specimen ol those I examined I round a typically 
bipinnate sphincter a figure of which is given on PI. I. (pie. 6). 
It seems accordingly that we may find in individuals of Tcah 
crassicorriis, either palmate or pinnate sphincters, the latter prob- 
ably representing what may be considered a persistence of an 
embryonic condition from which the palmate is derived by a 
fusion of the basal portions of the lateral lamellz. 
As to the arrangement of the musculatureof the mesenteries 
and of the tentacles and disk I find nothing to add to the de- 
scriptions given by Carlgren. 
I t  is well known that the'inesenteries of (7 crorsicornir are 
arranged more or less perfectly on a decamerous plan. In 
none of the specimens I have examined, however, is the total 
number ol mesenteries an exact multiple ol ten ; thus in one 
specimen there were altogether 81 pairs of mesenteries, in an- 
other 91, and in. another 104. The variation from the typical 
number depends on irregularities in the development of the 
younger series of mesenteries. Thus in the three specimens 
just referred to the first three cycles were regularly decarnerous, 
their formula being 10. 10, 20, but considerable irregularity oc- 
curred in the succeeding cycles. Thus in the specimen with a 
total of 81 pairs the fourth cycle was completely developed ex- 
cept that in a primary intenpace on one side of one of the di- 
rective pairs there were only two representatives of it instead of 
four, the two pairs which were lacking being those nearest the 
pair of directives. To compensate for this diminution in the 
total number, in another primary interspace there were two ac- 
cessory pairs of mesenteries which may be regarded as repre- 
sentatives o l  a' fifth cycle, and in still another interspace thcre 
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was a single additional pair of this fifth cycle. In the individual 
with a total of 91 pairs irregularities occurred in only two of 
the primary interspaces. The fourth cycle was completely de- 
veloped so that there were 10, 10, 20, 40 = 80 pairs of regular 
mesenteries ; and in addition I I pairs representing a fifth cycie. 
Eight of these were situated in a primary interspace next one 




the pairs of the older cycles ; the other three occurred in the 
middle lateral interspace of the other side of the body, one of 
them intervening between the primary mesenteries on one side 
of the interspace and the succeeding member of the fourth 
cycle, while the other two alternated with the fourth cycle pair 
next the primary pair on the other side of the interspace. Fin- 
ally in the individual with 304 pairs there are again four cycles 
regularly developed ; in a primary interspace next one of the 
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dimtive pairs there are 8 pain of a fifth cycle regularly ar- 
mnged.and in  the interspace lateal to this there are fwo pain 
of the M h  cycle. In each the two interspaces on the other 
side of the same directives there is a single pair of the fiRh 
cycle, and in the middle lateral interspace of this same side of 
the body there are 8 pairs of the fiith cycle and in addition 6 rep- 
resentatives of a sixth cycle. The arrangement in this sped- 
men is shown in the annexed figure, from which it may be seen 
that Carlgren’s law that the mesenteries of the 1st cycle develop 
earliest in the interspaces adjoining the oldest pairs already pres- 
ent, is complied with. 
The mesenteries of the first cycle are complete throughout 
the entire length of the stomatodam; those of the second 
cycle are also complete, but are not attached so far down the 
stomatodzum as the members of the first cycle, while those 
of the third cycle reach the stomatodam only in its upper- 
most part. The fourth, fifth and sixth cycles are incomplete. 
All the members of the first two cycles are sterile, the repro- 
ductive organs being borne apparently by the members of the ,’ 
third and fourth cycles. Both oral and marginal mesenterial 
stomata are present, the latter usually quite small. 
Finally a word as to the synonymy of the West Coast speci- 
mens of L! crurskornis. As already stated, Verrill (‘69) was 
the first to correctly identify this species from the West Coast of 
America, and he records its occurrence in Puget Sound, and in 
the Arctic Ocean north of Behring Straits, while Murdoch (‘86), 
found it at Point k n o w .  Verrill in his list of synonyms in- 
cludes, with some doubt however, the A. Lourcnh? and the 
A. c/qu~fbsi~~fu o  Brandt ( 3 6 )  obtained in Behring Sea and 
at Sitka; Andres regards these two forms as being r#tc;ts 
dcltnda on account of the insuffiaency of their descriptions. I 
believe, however, that there are sufficient grounds for identify- 
ing the A. h u m t i i  with U. crorruomu, though I think Verrill 
Ws probably in error in likewise identifying the A. c / p n -  
lirsirna with that species, since I have found in the present &I- 
leaion foms. described in prcccdiig pages, which seem to 
with Bnndi’s desUiption I may say that I made 
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endeavor to ascertain if any of the specimens collected by 
Mertens were still in existence, but the endeavor proved futile. 
Genus ANTHOPLEURA, Duch. & Mich. 
In 1860 Duchassaing & Michelotti established the genus 
Anthopleura for a Cribrinid characterized by possessing verrucz 
arranged in longitudinal rows and with tentaculiform acrorhagi. 
In a later paper (‘64) they added to the original single species, 
A. Krcb~i upon which the genus was founded, other forms, one 
Of which at least pssessed lobed acrorhagi, altering at the 
same time the definition of the genus so that it decame rather 
indefinite. In 1864 Verrill established a genus Aulactinia for a 
Cribrinid also possessing verruca arranged in longitudiiial 
rows though becoming obsolete below and having prominent 
acrorhagi which were distinctly lobed. The later action of 
Duchassaing and Michelotti in including in their genus a form 
with lobed verrucz led Verrill in 18% to suggest the possi- 
bility of the identity of the two genera, but Andres (W), going 
back to first principles. recognizes both, placing the forms with 
simple acrorhagi in the genus Anthopleura, while those in 
which they are distinctly lobed he refers to Auladnia. Verrill 
in his most recent papers (‘98) considers the two genera dis- 
tinct and adds a third Bunodosorna to which he refers the A .  
granul5cra of Lesueur and his Bunodrs cawrnnfa, and which he 
characterizes by possessing lobulated auorhagi and verrucie 
which are not adhesive. 
I t  does not seem to me that the simplicity or lobulation of 
the acrorhagi is a feahre worthy of generic importance when we 
find zs much.general similarity in such forms as Aulactirria capi- 
tnta, Antho#cura granuifcm and Bunodosorna raumrnata, all of 
which forms I have had the opportunity of studying. A s  to 
whether the adhesiveness of the verruca: @y prove to be a 
feature of generic importance, I feel more uncertain, but at pres- 
ent am inclined to deny it that value. 
The genus iEps descnhed by Gosse ( ‘66) seems to be un- 
doubtedly identical with Aulactinia and need not be &cussed. 
I would then define the genus Anthopleura as follows : 
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Genus ANTHOPLEURA Duch. & Mich. 
&eon, Coec, 1865. 
Sy~~nymr.-Aul~ciiPia. Vmmll, 1864. 
E u d @ m ,  V l d ,  1899. 
Cribrinidg with true acrorhagi, usually with numerous per- 
fect mesenteries, sphincter strong, column destitute of an epi- 
dermal covering and provided with verrucg arranged more or 
less definitely in vertical series, tentacles simple. 
5,  ANfhoplmrh .raritho,4airiviica (Brandt) 
s7#myrn.-Actini (Tunciortrphmur) ,xinthognmmiu, Bnndt, 1835. 
This species was found in only one locality, under the slaughter 
house at Port 'Townsend, but it occurred there in large num- 
bers, An excellent.6gure of it is among the drawings kindly 
lent me by Mr. Agassiz, the individual figured having been ob- 
tained at San Francisco., Dr. Catkins states that evidences of 
multiplication by fission were not unfrequent among the Port 
Townsend specimens. 
Er/eninl Form-The base is adherent. The column (Pl. II. 
Fig. 17) is provided with rows of tuberculiform verruc?, to 
which particles of sand and small stones adhere and which are 
arranged in distinct vertical rows extending to the limbus as a 
rule, though in  the upper part of the column shorter rows alter- 
nate with the longer ones. The margin is separated by a dis- 
tinct though shallow fosse from the bases of the outermost ten- 
tacles, and from the margin of the outer wall of the fosse there 
project blun? processes, one of which corresponds to the summit 
of each row of verrucie (Pip. 19, n, c). These are undoubtedly 
acrorhagi. They are much more distinct in some of the pre- 
served individuals than in others and, indeed, may be more 
prominent at one portion of the margin than at another in the 
same individual, here appearing as nlere hemispherical elevations 
and there as distinct blunt tcntaculiform projections, or again 
having a distinctly lobed form. 
The tentacles in the preserved specimens are very moderate 
in length, conical and rather obtusely pointed. In Mr. Agassiz's 
drawing they are represented howeveras rather long and slender, 
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while in that by Dr. Calkins they agree more with the condition 
in the preserved specimens. They are quite smooth and are ar- 
ranged in about four cycles and are fairly numerous, though I 
did not succeed in making an accurate enumeration of them. 
The disk is smooth and somewhat concave and the peristome 
slightly elevated.. The lips are ridged and there are two rather 
feebly marked gonidial grooves in the specimens examined. 
Color.-Dr. Calkins describes the individuals obtained by him 
as being “crystalline” in appearance with “pink-tipped tenta- 
cles.” The drawing which accompanied hi5 notes (Fig. 17) 
shows the column, disk and bases of the tentacles to be faintly 
greenish-yellow, the tips of the tentacles being the only brightly 
colored portions of the animal. Mr. Agassiz’s drawing, which 
is undoubtedly of the same species, represents the column as 
being of a bright green color, the disk of a dark olive green ; this 
color extending upon the bases of the tentacles, being there suc- 
ceeded by a yellow band, beyond which the tentacles are of a 
bright pink. 
Sisr.-The preserved specimens sent me measured I.c-i .$ 
cm. in height and about the same in diameter. Dr. Calkins 
states that the largest individuals (‘ when expanded, measured 
fully three inches across the crown, but the average was much 
less.” 
Sfnic/urr.-A longitudinal section of the column wall re- 
sembles closely what I have described and figured for Cribriun 
ehguntissiim The tubercles differ from those of Cri6n’rm only 
in the absence of a special development of endodermal m u s c l e d  
at their summits and in the presence of a distinct though fine 
band of nerve fibers in thebasal portion of the modified ectcderm. 
The sphincter is situated upon the floor of the fosse, just in- 
ternal to the acrorhagi. It is oval in section and is of the pe- 
dunculate palmate variety (pie. 22). The ectoderm of the 
acrorhagi is abundantly supplied with nematocysts, whereby they 
can readily be distinguished from tentacles in section. In these 
latter the longitudinal musculature is not imbedded in the mes- 
oglcea and resembles in appearance that of C. d~gurrtrrrinm, as 
does also the radiating musculature of thedisk, though here the 
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reticular anangement of the rnesoglaal processes cannot be 
distinguished as clearly as in that form. 
The s t o m a t d a m  is longitudinally ridged and in the sped- 
mens exsmined was provided with two siphonoglyphes, which 
have the Same structure as those of C. c/rpxh>si!xu. 
The arrangement of the mesentericl is somewhat irregular. 
Apparently an hexamerous arrangement is the basis, the pri- 
maries, secondaries and tertiary cycles being perfect, the last to 
a less extent than the others, A fourth cycle is also present 
and is complete, but there are in addition representatives of a 
fifth and even of a sixth cycle irregularly distributed, a distur- 
bance df the symmetry being thus produced. 
Both the outer and inner stomata are present. The longitu- 
dinal musculature is well developed and in sections of the per- 
fect mesenteries about half way down the column terminates at 
its outer edge in a strong process from which lateral lamellae 
arise m. 23). Lower down this arrangement is not apparent, 
the muscle processes diminishing in size toward each edge of 
the muscle area. The parieto-basilar (pip. 24) is well developed, 
forming a marked fold. The basilar muscle (Pig. 26) is fairly 
well developed, resembling somewhat that of C urtnnisia, 
though smaller in accordance with the smaller size of the speci- 
mens. The tertiary mesenteries are all fertile, and, in addition, 
reproductive organs occur on some of the mesenteries of the 
fourth cycle. 
The identification of this species with Brandt's Actitria 
x ~ n t h o ~ u ~ x i n ~ c f l  is suggested in the memoranda accompanying 
Mr. Agassiz' drawing, and though Brandt makes no mention of 
the conspicuously pink-tipped tentacles yet it is quite possible, 
indeed probable, that this is the proper identification, as it is 
evident that the coloration of the species may vary considerably. 
I was for a time inclined to identiry it with Verrill's 
Anfhopfcwu Dmuii, hut hesitate to do so on account of the 
geographical dstribution of that form and the absence of data 
as to its internal structure. It is evidently a highly variable 
species, so far as its coloration is concerned, and it may be 
noted that a specimen from Acajutla ia described a having the 
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tips of the tentacles ('dark red." For the present, however, it 
seem advisable to regard it as distinct from the present form, but 
I may point out that the form described by Fewkes from Santa 
Barbara as Bimdrr rdformc~ is in all probability assignable to 
Yenill's species. 
Genus EPIACIIS, Verrill. 
This genus was established by Verrill in 1869 for the re- 
ception of a form from Puget Sound which was characterized by 
having the young adherent to the outer surface of the column. 
In 1899 Verrill published a brief description of the structural 
peculiarities of the type, referring it to the family Cribrinidz 
(Bunodactida) on account of its possession of a circumscribed 
endodermal sphincter. 
It seems doubtful whether the fact that the young adhere to 
the column wall is sufficient for the establishment of a distinct 
genus, but in other respects E. grdfem seems to be sufficiently 
distinct from other Cribrinids to warrant the retention of the 
genus. I t  is one of the smooth-walled genera and diflers from 
Leiotealia (Hertwig. '82) in the form of the sphincter and of the 
muscle pennon, while from Isotealia (Carlgren, '99) it is dis- 
tinguished by the absence of pseudoacrorhagi.' 
6. Epiuctis proifem, Verrill. 
Sponyyrrr.-Epi.nL polifcn, Vimll, I*. 
Epincds fmiilir, Adre$ ,  18B3. 
The specimens in the collection were found growing upon 
the weeds and water grasses at Hadlock Harbor, Puget Sound. 
Erttrnuf Forin (Fig. 2S).-The base is adherent. The column 
is marked by longitudinal grooves and more distinctly with 
transverse grooves and wrinkles, probably due to contraction, 
1 I .m i n c l i d  m q r t e  with Gdgren ('88) 01.1 the form I dncrihd ('93) 11 
fiidmlia &die i s  identid with his hdzdio oMudim. In lmkiag over my p q a -  
nhr  I notice thrt in same of the secliom the sphinctu i5 decidedly nearer the 
m i a n  thrn it is in &en, tho& in dI it ii the -me di?!wce .bow the k of 
the Irmr. This stern to indi~ste the csiitmce of the preudommrhqi which Cul- 
vn d u a i k s .  But, s i m c  my prpmtlonr rere nude fmm L -11 pnion of L 
single highly mnmdrd indiridlul, it seems pefrnblc 10 . w i t  a r&rn.minalion of 
the tw, MW in the U. S. Nstiond Mnram, klm deciding the question. 
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but otherwise it is smooth and is unprovided with verrucae or 
tubercles. In two of the specimens embryos were adherent to 
the surface, and appeared as small, oval, pale bodies, in one 
specimen arranged in a single incompletc and interrupted d r d e  
a short distance above the limbus, a few lying a short distance 
above this circle in one part of the circumference, while a single 
one was attached high up on the column wall not far from the 
margin (Pig. aS, Ewr.). In the second specimen but one embryo 
occurred, situated a short distance below the margin. 
The margin is quite distinct, but smooth, except lor wrinkles 
produced by contraction, and it is separated by a slight fosse 
from the bases of the outer tentacles. The tentacles are moder- 
ately long and acuminate and are distinctly entacmieous. I 
did not succeed in making a satisfactory enumeration of them, 
but they are fairly numerous and appear to &e arranged in five 
or six cyclcs. 
The disk in the only specimen in which it could be seen was 
of slight extent and concave. The peristome is prominent and 
the lips grooved. Two gonidial grooves were distinguishable. 
Cob-According to Dr. Calkins' description the color is a 
" bright grass green or weed green" striped with darker green. 
Verrill apparently had no' notes of the coloration of the speci- 
mew he studied, but among the drawings loaned me by Mr. 
Agassiz I find two which apparently represent this species. 
One is undoubtedly identical though it has no embryos ad- 
herent. The column is represented as bright grass green 
marked with longitudinal streaks of dark brown. The disk is 
very dark green with numerous radiating stripes of cream white 
and the tentacles are buff with a distinct dark greenish-brown 
spot at the base of each. This specimen was obtained at 
Crescent city. The other specimen is less certainly identical 
though having the same geneal external form. The columnk 
dark brown streaked longitudinally with lighter brown and .the 
tentacles are a dull grayish green. This specimen was obtained 
at San Rosario. 
S i i e . tThe  living specimens measure from 1.2 to 2.5 cm. in 
diameter and the largest about 1.2 cm. in height. Thepreserved 
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individuals measure I cm. on the average in height and about 
1.2 cm. in diameter, the base being in,  all cases somewhat 
larger than the column. Verrill's measurements of preserved 
specimens are identical with those just given. The tentacles 
in the most expanded form I examined measured 1.3 cm. in 
length but in others they were only about half that length. 
Strwtuw-The column mesoglm is thin and of a fibrous 
structure and itsinner surface bears a well-developed layer of 
simple muscle processes. The inner ends of the endoderm cells 
are heavily laden with dense, black pigment. At  the margin 
the endodermal musculature becomes considerably lower and on 
the inner wall of the fosse there is situated the sphincter. 
In the first individual I examined this had the form shown in 
Fig. 26 and was situated on the outer wall of the fosse, and 
from its general appearance I w a  led to regard it as being meso- 
g lea l  and so referred the species to the family Paractidz 
The publication of Verrill's description ('99) of the structure of 
the type and correspondence which I had with him on the sub- 
ject induce me to examine the sphincter in other individuals 
and in these I found perfect agreement with what Verrill had 
descrihd. The sphincter is of the circumscribed sessile form, 
situated upon the inner wall of the fosre, and has an almost 
circular form in cross-section ; the mesoglapal lamellz which 
compose it are rather fine and anastornose more or less in places. 
It was evident then that the first individual that I examined 
either had an abnormal sphincter or else belonged to a differ- 
ent species from the others. The latter possibility seems very 
improbable on account of the complete similarity in other re- 
spects and I conclude that the former one is correct. An 
extension of the area of attachment of the sphincter and a 
greater development of anastomoses of the lantell= would 
readily convert the normal sphincter'into the condition shown 
in Pig.26.' . 
~This f ipm is, s c d i n g l y ,  of in~ercit only PI reprcxntiog an bbnormnlity. 
nlhe p1.m wne unfortundelp in pmccrr of reprod~~~ti~a k l o w  I perceived the 
emr into which I hnd fnlbo and it vu ncdpsiblc, iherefare, to replice the figure 
m mprmtbn of the nonnil sphincter. 
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I may add that Mr. H. B. Torrey has recently informed me 
that in all the specimens of E. prd$tm which he has examined, 
the sphincter was of the circumscribed sessile type. 
In Fig. 97 is represented a section through a portion of the 
columh wall bearing one of the embryos. I t  shows- that the 
embryos are in an early stage of development, having just 
reached the stage at which the stomatodam (rt) is being in- 
vaginated. The ectoderm of the embryo (c. tc) forms a con- 
tinuous sheet completely separated at every p i n t  from the 
ectoderm of the parent (rc) on which it rests, and it is evident that 
the embryos are not buds, but really eggembryos which have 
become attached to the surface of the adult actinian and are 
held there by’,the mucus (nt) secreted by the numerous 
ectodcrmal gland cells. 
In the specimens which Verrill (‘69) originally examined and 
which he has recently figured (’99) the attached,embryos had 
reached a much more advanced stage of development than those 
just described, the smallest one having twelve tentacles and the 
largest twenty-four. Verrill seemed inclined, in h~ earlier 
paper, to regard the embryos as buds and states that they 
“probably derive nutriment from the parent.” In his more re- 
cent account he evidently recedes somewhat from this position 
and I may point out that it seems clear from what I have stated 
above as to the distinct separation of the embryos from the 
parent that they are not nourished ,by the parent in the sense 
that there is any communication between the cavities of the 
parent and those of the embryos. 
The tentacles are thin-walled and their ectodermal muscula- 
ture is but feebly developed. The radial musculature of the 
disk is fairly strong in its peripheral portions. but more centrally ’ 
it is very feeble; it is, throughout ectcdermal. 
In the region of the lips the mesoglcea becomes considerably 
thickened forming ridges corresponding to the ridges of the 
atomatodaum. Occasionally, though not always, the tip of 
one of the thickenings seems to be separated from its main 
portion by a slight intetval, producing a minute tubercle im- 
mediately external to the lips. The stomatodam is ridged and 
6 .  
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there are two siphonoglyphes. one of which is much deeper than 
the other. 
The mesenteries are arranged in four cycles with occasional 
representatives of a fifih. Twelve pairs are perfect in the upper 
part of the body, but a little farther down, even above the 
middle of the body, only the six primary pairs reach the stoma- 
todzum. There are two pairs of directives. 
The longitudinal musculature of the mesenteries (Fig. 28) is 
fairly well developed, but possesses no special features of in- 
terest ; it gradually tapers off towards both edges and occupies 
about half the muscular portion of the mesentery at thekvelwf 
the middle of the stornatodoum. The parieto-basilar in its 
lower part does not form a special fold, but consists of a number 
of processes arising directly from the surface of the outer por- 
tions of the mesenteries, but above a slight fold is visible in 
some of the mesenteries as shown in Fig. 28. The bassilar 
muscle has the appearance represented in Pip. 29. All the 
mesenteries, with the exception of those of the first and fifth 
cycles, are gonophoric. 
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Fig. I .  'I'ransvcrse Section of sphincter of a specimen of Me 
Iridiutn dianbnlhur measuring 1.5 cm. in.height (Leitz 
I, 3, camera). 
2. Transverse section of sphincter ofa specimen of Melri- 
dkin  dianlhup measuring 0 c m  in height (Leitz I, 
3, camera). 
Transverse section of sphincter of aspximen of Me/& 
ditm dianlhnr measuring 3 cm. in height (Leib I, 
3, camera). 
4. Transverse Section of a'mesentery of the first cycle of 
Mctrifi:in dimrhrir (Zeis  a, Leitz I. camera). 
5 .  Transverse Section of a directive mesentery of Mt/ri- 
dtim ~ U ~ I / / I I I I  (Lib I, 3, camera). 
6. Transverse section of sphincter of Ur/icina~varsi>ornir 
Leitz I, Zeis a, camera). 
1. CribriNa rltgan/i~ria:a, from a preserved specimen. 
Natural size. 
3. 
(48 )  
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Cribrim cirgnntinima (drawn by Dr. G. ti. Calkins). 
Longitudinal section of upper part of the column wall : 
of Cnhina tilgidisiima. on = circular muscle at 
apex of vemca ; I( = column cctodenu ; m = col- 
umn endodnm; vc = modified epithelium at the apex 
of the vemca (Leitz I, 3, camera). 
Transverse section of sphincter of Cribha eieganlirrima 
(Leitz I, 3, camera). 
Tangential -tion of. disk of Crihia e l c g u n ~ s h a  
(Leitr I, 3, camern). 
Transverre section of tentacle of Cnhnu elcgunrissimu 
(Lcitz I, 3,  camera). 
Transverx section of siphonoglyphe of Cribrina tic. 
gunlirrima ( h i e  a, Leitz I, camera). 
Tnnsvem section of perfect mmntery of Cri%ina clr- 
gamtisrime (Zeitz a, Leih I, camera). 
Cribrha aHcmiria from a pre~erved specimen. Natunl 
size. 
Transverse section of Cn'drina arfoniiia ( h i s  a, Leitz 
I, camera). 
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18. Tangential section of disk of Critina adtmiria 
(Leitr I, 3, camera). 
19. Tmmerse section of perfect mesentery of Ctibrina 
ar/tm>ia (Leitr I, 3, a m e n ) .  
20. Transverse section of b i l r r  muscle of Cribrina ark- 
misia (Leitz I, 3 ,  camera). 
Portion of upper part of Y perfect mesentery, with 
disk, margin, and upper pu t  of column in section, 
of Aathoplcura sn~hograwau~a ; nr = xrorhagus ; 
rp = sphincter; f = Icntncle. 
23. Transverse section of sphincter of Anfhopkwa xanlho- 
pmmica ( k i t z  I, 3, camen).  
23. Tmsversc sction pf;ptinpry mesentery of Antho- 
plcura xanfhmmnin (Zeis a, Leitz IV, men). 
24. Transverse xction of brrilar muscle of Adnplcura 
xan/hogrammita (Leitz I, 3 ,  camen). 
1s. Epiarlir prol&ra from a pmrved specimen. Em = 
adherent embryo (mt. size). 
26. Transverse section,& hhincter of Epiwhj proifcra. 
L = lower extremity of section; U= upper ex- 
tremity. ( k i t r  I, 3, camera). 
27 .  Tnnsversc section df a portion of the column wall 01 
Epiartisproh~tra, with an adherent embryo. Er c 
column ectodenn ; E.rr = ectoderm of embryo; 
E.m = endodenn of embryo; M= mucus; Y= 
stomatodeal invagination. (Leitr I, 3, camera). 
28. Tramversc section of perfect mesentery of Epiarrirgro- 
&arr.. 
19. Transverx xction of b u i l v  muscle of Epiarhi p r&h 
(Leitr I, 3, camera). 
11. 
( x 6.)  
(Zeiss a, Leitz 11, camera). 
( 62 ) 


